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Ivan Biuk Construction Limited, Diana Biuk and Josip Babic have appealed to the Ontario Municipal
Board under subsection 53(19) of the Planning Act, R.S.O. 1990, c. P.13, as amended, from four
decisions of the Committee of Adjustment of the City of Kitchener which dismissed four applications
numbered B13/99, B14/99, B15/99 and B16/99 for consent to convey part of the lands composed
of Part of Lots 100, 101 and 102 Registered Plan 578, and Part 1, Plan 58R-1149, in the City of
Kitchener
O.M.B. File Nos. C000102, C000103, C000104 and C000105

A P P E A R A N C E S :

Parties Counsel

Ivan Biuk Construction Limited Stephen R. Cameron

Randall V. Martin and Others
(Residents of Lower Doon) Stephen R. Grant

City of Kitchener Lesley MacDonald

DECISION  DELIVERED BY  W. R.  F.  WATTY  AND  ORDER OF THE BOARD
                                                                                  
On 21st March 2000, the Committee of Adjustment for the City of Kitchener refused

four applications for consent to sever lands owned by Ivan Biuk Construction Ltd. and
others within the Lower Doon Area described as follows:

1) Consent Application B13/99 and B16/99 with respect to Part of Lots 100, 101
and 102 on Registered Plan 578 together with part of Drummond Drive
(closed) designated as Part 1 Plan 58R-1149.

2) Consent Application B14/99 with respect to Lot 97, Registered Plan 578.

3) Consent Application B15/99 with respect to Lot 96, Registered Plan 58R-
1149.

The reasons for refusal as stated are as follows:
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1) A Plan of Subdivision is necessary.

2) The Zoning By-law requirements are not maintained.

3) The use of the lands does not conform to the Regional or City Official Plans.

The scheme of the severance applications, in combination, as explained in the
evidence of William Kowalchuk, a planner called by the appellants, would be to reconfigure
a lotting scheme established in Registered Plan 578, approved in 1857 which in this vicinity
had created two residential lots on the south side of Old Mill Road, numbers 100, and 101
and two interior lots numbers 97 and 96 both fronting onto a proposed Drummond Drive,
at that time proposed as a link thoroughfare between Amherst Drive on the south and Old
Mill Road to the north.  The above lots constituted part of an extensive Plan of Subdivision
of regularly dimensioned larger lots on acreages with a 66-foot frontage and depths of 132
ft. (Exhibit 3).  

The proposed four consent applications are as follows:

Application No. Area Severed Area Retained Description

B13/99 1,195 sq. ft. 11,954 sq. ft. Severance from Part Lot 100 and 101 as a lot
addition to Lot 97

B 14/99 3,673 sq. ft. 6,237 sq. ft. Severance from Lot 97 as a lot addition.  The
retained land creates one 47 ft. lot on
Drummond Drive.

B 15/99 2,533 sq. ft. 6,227 sq. ft. Severance from Lot 96 as a lot addition.  The
severed parcel from this application and the
severed parcel from B 14/99 merge to create
one 47 ft. lot on Drummond Dr.  The retained
parcel creates another 47 ft. lot on Drummond
Drive.

B16/99 5,859 sq. ft. 6,095 sq. ft. Severance of Part Lot 100 and 101 to create a
new lot.  The severed parcel re-established a
previously existing lot with 93 ft. of frontage on
Old Mill Road.  The retained parcel creates a
60 ft. lot on Drummond Drive.

(Exhibit 7)

The end result of these applications is that three of the lots on Drummond have a
frontage of 47 ft. and the fourth lot has a frontage of 60 ft.  The lot re-established on Old
Mill Road has a frontage of 93 ft.
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In effect, the severance applications, by sequential subdivision of the three pre-
existing lots in RP 578 (i.e.) numbers 100, 97 and 96, seek to create four new lots and one
retained  lot as described above.  It should be noted from the evidence of both Mr.
Kowalchuk and Janice Given, the planner from the City appearing under summons, that
the original lot 101, RP578 had been earlier subdivided diagonally towards the rear, part
of which was attached to lot 100 thereby creating two irregularly shaped lots.  Also, by
Application B126/97, approval had been given to Ivan Biuk Construction Ltd. to create  a
lot fronting onto Old Mill Road (Exhibit 1, Tab 18).  That approval was allowed to lapse and
is now again before this Board as part of the subject application.

It is submitted that historically some development occurred within the community
consistent with Registered Plan 578 which over time evolved into a low intensity scenic
area  with some “vintage” properties.  In recent years, housing development forms have
increasingly reflected typical suburban styles and forms, a trend of some concern to
residents desirous of preserving some of the heritage features and atmosphere of historic
Doon.  Part of the new development trend has been the result of a Block Plan, no. 65,
adopted by City Council to implement policies in its Official Plan for guiding future
development of the area.  For example:

Section 8.33

6. The City shall encourage the formulation and use of community and
other plans and special land use guidelines and development
controls on and in the vicinity of scenic-heritage roads to maintain
the overall visual character of such roads and their functional
operation.

The Lower Doon Secondary Plan Policies encompassing the subject area provides:

1.1 That save exceptional circumstances arising from constraints
imposed by the location of existing structures, the majority of
single-family residential lots have a frontage of 50 ft. or greater.
(Board’s underlining)

3.8 That a Block Plan be prepared for the area bounded by Pinnacle
Drive, Old Mill  Road, Durham Street and Amherst Drive.

5.1 That the above Secondary Plan Policies be adopted at this time by
Resolution of Council as an Implementation Plan comprising
interim policies to permit processing and approval of zone change
applications, severances, block plans and plans of subdivision for
the Lower Doon Area. (Board’s underlining)

Block Plan 65, adopted in 1977 as described in Exhibit 1, Tab 16 the City’s staff
report, proposes:
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1. The closure of Drummond Drive at Old Mill Road, thereby creating a cul-de-
sac with access only from Amherst Drive.

2. Preservation of a 20 ft. easement for services from the cul-de-sac to Old Mill
Road by dedication to the City.

3. Assignment of Title to the west portion of the closed right-of-way to the
abutting property i.e. lot 100 thereby extending its frontage along Old Mill
Road, with a similar offer to the property to the east.

4. Creation of a lotting pattern illustrated on Block Plan No. 65; site plan (A2)
resulting in an arrangement identical to the combined severance proposals
now before the Board.

The Board notes from the record, the following conclusions as documented:

! The proposed schemes are in accordance with the City of Kitchener Official
Plan (Planning staff opinion).

! Public meetings were held to receive residents input which was considered
in developing the policies.

! Map A2 satisfies the concerns of “the majority of residents”. 

! “As a homeowner in the Lower Doon Area, I read with keen interest the
proposal as outlined in Muriel Praught’s letter of April 12, 1997.  I am
saddened in the first instance by the loss of character that will be sustained
by Doon with the implementation of Block Plan 65.  I understand nonetheless
that, “progress” has an “insatiable appetite”. (One resident’s comment)

! Mr. Biuk verbally stated that he did not opposed the proposed plan. (Exhibit
1, Tab 16).

From the evidence of Ms Given, the Board is advised that the subject lands are
designated Low-Rise residential development in the City’s Official Plan.  The relevant
policies provide for “a full range of housing types”, “the mixing and integration of different
forms of housing to achieve a low overall intensity of use”, “a maximum net residential
density of 25 units per hectare”, “a maximum floor area ratio of 0.6", and that “no
residential building shall exceed three stories in height at street level”.  It is the opinion of
both planners that the severance proposals conform or can be made to conform with these
provisions, and the configuration of the four severances exactly reproduces the
recommendation of Block Plan 65.
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The subject lands are also affected by the provisions in the housing section of the
Plan as follows:

1.1 Variety and Integration

1. ........to support the successful integration of different
housing types the City shall apply principles of community
and site design emphasizing compatibility of building form
with respect to massing, scale, design and the relationship
of housing to adjacent buildings, streets and exterior areas.
(Board’s underlining)

The Municipal Zoning By-law 85-1 zones the property Residential Three Zone (R-3)
permitting single detached and duplex dwellings on a maximum lot area of 464.0 square
metres each having a minimum lot width of 13.7 m.  It is the opinion of both planners that
the applications conform to the zoning by-law regulations.

In Exhibit 6, the appellant has demonstrated suggested footprints of buildings which
might be constructed within the envelope created by all applicable setbacks under the by-
law.  In addition, the appellant proposes to construct a six-foot high fence around the
common lot line with lot 101 continuing south at the rear of the severance proposals which,
it is suggested, would constitute a sufficient buffer from properties to the rear.  This
proposal might be further augmented with trees where necessary, possible and
appropriate.  The housing design will, it is proposed, provide for inside parking to the front
of the lot off Drummond Road.

The critical issue in contention then is whether or not the severance as proposed
and the type and style of development which would result therefrom would be “compatible”
with surrounding development.  A motion to prohibit the testimony of expert planners on
the issue of “compatibility” was dismissed by the Board. (Attachment 1).  Now that it is
shown that the Official Plan document itself requires that compatibility be considered and
specific criteria have been identified for so doing,  the need for expert testimony is even
more compelling.

The objectors to the hearing are owners of an historic home located at 50 Pinnacle
Drive to the rear which is designated under Part 4 of the Ontario Heritage Act (Exhibit
11(a)).  It currently sits with its accessory garage on an enlarged lot of 82 feet frontage and
the Board is advised  that the objectors have purchased the adjoining lot to the south, now
occupied by an older building in need of repair but for which they have sought a demolition
permit.  From the photographs entered into evidence, the objectors have maintained the
historic home built in 1858 as an attractive heritage feature and in the testimony of Ms Gina
Luciantonia, they consider the application as:
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! not compatible with existing development

! showing scant regard for the surrounding heritage resources

! not providing adequate buffering

! contributing to an atmosphere of overcrowding

! contributing to irregular dimensions and shapes of the lots

! resulting in loss of trees which might be saved if the concept for development
in RP 578 were followed

! unacceptable increases in density

Ms Luciantonia observes that the proposed 47 foot lots to be created by severance
are smaller than any in the immediate area whereas generally lots average 65 feet within
the area of the Block Plan.  Such a change, in her view, is not consistent or compatible with
the neighbourhood, changes its character of rural spaciousness of small houses on large
lots rather than large houses on small lots which the application would introduce.  Both
planners and now Ms Luciantonia made reference to the heritage conservation policies of
the Official Plan, which are also continued in Section 1.5 of the Lower Doon Secondary
Plan.  Together, they suggest that this area or parts thereof be considered for designation
under the Ontario Heritage Act.  The Board is advised, with reference to Exhibit 8, Tabs
19 to 22, and the evidence of Ms Louise Stephenson, that that process is underway by a
recommendation of Heritage Kitchener:

! the Lower Doon be added to the City’s Heritage Conservation District
Program

! the area within the Lower Doon community (including the subject lands) be
identified as the area of interest for potential heritage conservation district
designation.

To date, such designation has not occurred and it is the appellant’s contention that
developments should not be frozen on that account.

The residents have made reference to several projects undertaken by the appellant
in and around the area and suggest that such styles and uses, for example rental
accommodation, adversely impact on the area.  It is not contested and the appellant has
been quite active within the area and has constructed for a range and variety of housing
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types and tenures.  These activities are not before the Board as a basis to judge the
appellant’s company’s sincerity and trustworthiness.

The residents indicate that were the appellant to construct duplex buildings (as
permitted under the by-law) on each of the lots, the community would be increased by eight
households.  Further, were each household to provide one Lodger unit, the population
generated would increase even more.  Were such occupants to be students (given the
proximity to a  nearby community college) then they envisage even greater disturbances
to the atmosphere and amenity of the area.  While indeed all these anticipations could
conceivably result, they are allowed  by the use permissions of the City and do not concern
the Board.  What is of concern is whether or not the number of severances, the manner
of their creation and their land use impacts are sustainable under appropriate conditions.

The Board finds that every attempt should be made to protect the integrity and
context of the designated heritage home, and finds it premature to anticipate or second
guess the direction the City might take in addressing the issue of heritage district
designation and conservation in this community.

The Board agrees with Ms Given that Block Plan 65 represents a natural evolution
and development of a planning context for the area.  This process has followed a full public
participation process resulting in an adopted secondary plan and while not an approved
plan under the Planning Act, it presents a framework for addressing development
applications.

The Board accepts Ms Given’s opinions that  in the absence of Block Plan 65, the
area would be potentially exposed to incremental, disorganized applications for
development.  She  promotes through  Block Plan 65 an approach which reflects current
conditions as opposed to the scheme in RP 578, designed and approved in 1857.

The Board concurs with both Mr. Kowalchuk and Ms Given, the only expert planning
evidence presented, that a Plan of Subdivision is not required since all services are
available or can be made available, a road can be built either at developer cost or  under
the Local Improvement Act as proposed under the Lower Doon Secondary Plan, and
essential conditions secured as attached to severance approval.

The Board notes that no agency or the regional government opposes the
applications subject to conditions.  Both planners have reviewed the application within the
required framework of Section 51(24) of the Planning Act and there being no professional
evidence to the contrary, the Board accepts their opinion that these criteria have been
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satisfied.  Notwithstanding the above, and on the evidence presented, some with the
acceptance of the appellant, the Board will require the following be added as conditions
of consent:

1) That the applicant undertake to locate and construct the buildings proposed
in substantial conformity with the footprints, setbacks and dimensions shown
in Exhibit 6 as included in Attachment 2.

2) That development on the four southerly lots be restricted to buildings not
exceeding two storeys in height, “at street level”.

3) That on the advice of the appropriate municipal authority, the applicant
institute an effective tree-planting scheme within the rear yard of the subject
lots to provide for eventual visual buffering of the heritage home at 20
Pinnacle Drive.  Such plantings may partially or in the alternative be located
on the heritage lot with the consent of the owner and be registered on Title
for continued maintenance.

The language of the above conditions may be reconstituted in a manner acceptable
to the City, with no change in intent or meaning.  With the addition of these conditions, the
Board is satisfied that the proposed severances and ensuing development are compatible
with the surrounding area.  

The Board hereby orders that the appeals are allowed and that provisional consent
be given to applications B 13-16/99,  subject to the conditions included in Attachment 3 to
this decision.

W. R. F. WATTY
MEMBER


